




Esteemed delegates and sponsors of VIMUNC X,

Welcome to the tenth annual Virginia Invitational Model United Nations Conference. As the

MUN year winds down, we hope to provide the best experience yet, with paramount service

and attention to detail that creates the greatest conference. From broad UN organizations to

regional bodies, from corporations to criminal organizations, VIMUNC has committees that

truly serve every interest. With experienced chairs, czars and staff, we will ensure that every

delegate truly has a positive experience, and we simply hope that you can enjoy your

experience with us.

VIMUNC’s 18 committees and over 700 delegates is one of the largest editions of our

conference ever, and we look forward to expanding our outreach across Virginia to continue to

provide a wonderful experience for all delegates. With a large MUN team that has years of

experience, we hope that every single minute of the committee is filled with substantive debate

that will create learning experiences that last for years to come.

So much hard work has been put into every single crisis update, background guide and

dossier, and we sincerely hope that the work and care placed in every single aspect of this

conference is displayed in its quality. If at any time you feel something about the conference is

unsatisfactory, please don’t hesitate to talk to your chairs, a staffer, or a member of the

Secretariat.

Thank you so much for your commitment to VIMUNC X, and best of luck in your

committee, future conferences, and ambitions.

Sincerely,

Kalyna Vickers

Secretary-General, VIMUNC X



FIFA
(International Federation of Association Football)

TOPIC A: Addressing current corruption under
FIFA

TOPIC B: Deciding the host of the 2030 World Cup

The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) was founded in 1904 to

create and organize soccer tournaments internationally.

The association consists of over two-hundred board

members today from all around the world that works

together to regulate association football, futsal, and beach

soccer. Overall, FIFA consists of two main governing

bodies: the FIFA Council and the FIFA Congress. Of these

governing bodies of the Fédération Internationale de

Football Association, the FIFA Council is responsible for the main decision-making within the



association while the FIFA Congress serves as the supreme legislative body. FIFA consists of six

confederations; UEFA (Europe), CAF (Africa), CONCACAF (North and Central America),

CONMEBOL (South America), OFC (Oceania), and AFC (Asia). From these confederations, a

total of two-hundred and eleven national men's teams and one-hundred and twenty-nine national

women’s teams compete.

Since 1904, FIFA has committed itself to expand football around the world through

international competitions and development programs. Wielding their mantra “For the Game. For

the World”, they have succeeded in constructing an organization that reigns considerable

influence on the various associations that control the world of soccer. However, their actions in

the past few years have gone against the very ideals of the mantra they live by, as allegations of

fraud and corruption have been exposed by whistleblowers. As their actions become increasingly

publicized, pressure must be exerted upon FIFA to consider reforming its practices before they

disgrace its mission.

Rather than being an image of corruption in the football community, the FIFA

council must refocus on what they have the unique capability to be: a source of inspiration for

people and a body capable of connecting players and fans from across the globe.



TOPIC A: Addressing current corruption
under FIFA
Background Information

Over the past century, FIFA has experienced numerous corruption scandals, specifically

surrounding the issues of criminal accusations such as wire fraud, money laundering, and

bribery, under the association. Specifically, in the past, FIFA has endured multiple scandals,

ultimately affecting its reputation as one of the

most prominent athletic associations.

Starting in 2001, FIFA hit an economic

and financial collapse, with over 300 million

dollars in debts, incurred from the International

Sport and Leisure (ISL) and their previous

rights and sponsorship contracts. Over the past

few decades, FIFA has only further multiplied

its amount of individual board and

council-member bribes and media leaks.

Furthermore, in the following decades,

the FIFA council has undergone scandal after

scandal, with no effective methods of reform.

For example, in 2008, during the 10-million dollar South African Payment, Jérôme Valck an



alleged 10-million dollars transferred to FIFA by Danny Jordaan, president of the South African

Football Association

Current Situation

This past year, during the 2022 FIFA World Cup, hosted in Qatar, many controversies have

sparked surrounding FIFA. Specifically, after the FIFA governing bodies decided on Qatar as the

host for 2022 in 2010, they faced allegations of corruption for bribery during the bidding

process. After the United States lost to Qatar in a runoff to be the host of the 2022 World Cup,

they launched an investigation on several FIFA board members. According to the prosecutors,

three South American members were paid to vote for Qatar to host the world cup. In total more

than half the council members who voted to select Russia and Qatar as the 2018 and 2022 World

Cups are facing criminal charges.

In 2015, a corruption scandal involving the governing body of international football

arose. Over two dozen FIFA officials and their associates got brought to light for a

24-year-self-enrichment scheme reaching

even the highest levels of FIFA. At its center,

bribery connected to the decision of awarding

hosting rights for the 2018 World Cup to

Russia. During this scandal, fourteen

individuals were investigated by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Internal



Revenue Service Criminal Investigation Division (IRS-CI) for allegations of wire fraud, money

laundering, and racketeering. This corruption scandal under FIFA ultimately resulted in seven of

the current officials being arrested. Specifically, in the 2015 corruption scandal, a total estimated

150 million dollars were allocated towards both corrupt media issues and marketing rights for

FIFA.

Possible Solutions

One idea that has been suggested to solve the issue of FIFA executive board corruption is

shrinking the size of the board. Currently, the executive board has twenty-five members but for

many, that feels like too much. Some problems that have been suggested by those requesting the

board to be shrunk have been their inability to arrive at positive decisions and to act effectively.

Additionally, they suggest that changes be made to the process in which members are appointed

to the board. Presently in order to be appointed to the board the soccer confederation in your

home country must simply vouch for you. This can lead to problems if confederations aren’t

honest and select untrustworthy or corrupt members. A method that could help to solve this issue

would be to give the power to appoint board members to FIFA itself. They could provide

integrity checks on members recommended by their home countries and decide if they are fit to

serve on the board.

An alternative option would be to abolish the one-vote-per-country policy. Currently, the

FIFA board contains two hundred and nine members, one from each participating nation. This

system seems unfair, as small nations' votes carry the same power as world powers. While on the

surface this may seem like a good thing as it doesn’t provide large nations with all the power it



may give too much power to nations who have little interest or finances in developing their

programs. In addition, countries looking to guarantee that their motion will pass could simply

offer these developing nations money to develop their programs in exchange for their vote.

Questions to Consider

● How can we as a committee monitor the safety of the future of FIFA?

● How will the corruption of FIFA ultimately affect the reputation of the FIFA World Cup?

● Should countries be prohibited from participating in the FIFA World Cup to encourage

the risk of future corruption?



TOPIC B: Addressing Palestinian Refugees
Background Information

The FIFA World Cup is the most renowned sports tournament in the world. This event takes

place every four years, with the next iteration occurring in 2026. The game consists of

forty-eight teams representing their countries that compete over the course of a month.

According to Sports Media, the final match of the 2022 world cup was watched by about 1.5

billion people around the world, making it one of the most-watched events through modern

media outlets.

Every country wishes to host the World Cup because of the benefits it produces, but not

all countries are fit for the task. Hosting the World Cup leads to a large amount of tourism and

recognition of countries which is extremely

beneficial for developing countries. The 2022

Qatar World Cup attracted 1.2 million

visitors, according to Focus Economics, and

people saw the true beauty of the country,

this tourism helped the country rebound from

losses due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Many

other small countries hope to have similar

opportunities but many factors go into hosting the World Cup and not all countries would be able

to succeed when given such a large responsibility.



Safety is the most critical factor in mass-populated events. The host country must ensure

that every single visitor is safe. At such a large event, it is likely that bad things will be attempted

such as robberies, stampedes, or worse: terrorism. People are most vulnerable to terrorism and

attacks when in large crowds and if any attack of such type happens, the event would be shut

down. This would be a major loss for the FIFA committee, the host nation, tourists, and fans all

over the world. That is why every area is covered and secure for tourists and players.

Many other factors also contribute to selecting the host nation such as the current state of

the host nation. If the country is in wartime or doing poorly overall it may not be fit for hosting.

In the past, two world cups have been canceled; the 1942 World Cup which was canceled due to

all of the bidding nations being in distress because of World War, and the 1946 World Cup where

no nations bid.

Current Situation

A lot of controversies have been occurring regarding how to select the hosts of the

World Cup going forward. Currently, the two-hundred congress members vote on which of the

final bidders they think would be the best host. The 2030 World Cup will be selected by the

council in 2024. Mexico, Canada, and the United States were selected as the hosts for the 2026

World Cup at a FIFA assembly in 2018. The three nations put together their bids forming the

“United 2026”. The voting was split between Morocco and the United States in 2026. Morocco

received sixty-five out of two hundred votes while the United bid received one hundred and

thirty-four out of the two hundred votes. Now as the three nations work on preparing for the

2026 World Cup, nations are competing to be selected as hosts for the 2030 World Cup. The



current bidders are Morocco, a joint bid between Saudi Arabia, Greece, and Egypt, a joint bid

between Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, and Paraguay, and a joint bid between Spain, Portugal, and

Ukraine. Many other countries have expressed interest in bidding; South Korea, Australia,

Indonesia, Cameroon, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Kazakhstan.

Fans around the world have agreed that the best host would be a joint bid between

Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, and Paraguay. This World Cup marks the 100-year anniversary of the

first world cup. The first world cup took place in Uruguay which is why fans believe that having

it in Uruguay would be a nice way to celebrate the anniversary. Though it would fit for the

historic significance, the South American bid may not be fit for the role due to safety concerns in

South America. Recently, travel to South America has created concerns among health

organizations and safety in the continent is in jeopardy.

Possible Solutions

The current FIFA system has been considered by Andrew Jennings as typical organized

crime, and it is time to make the organization’s division of tasks more representative and less

centralized. When talking about the World Cups’ decisions, it would become acceptable if the

location of the competitions is decided by a board of technocratic and independent judges after

receiving technical reports from the member associations and considering which one is a better

proposal.



People around the world are suggesting for fans to vote on which country they believe

would be the best host. This would work because people would choose which country they like

for the position the most which will make it more enjoyable for fans. The FIFA congress could

put together the best candidates that pass all requirements and then release a way for people to

vote.

Questions to Consider

● How can we ensure the security of ballots used to decide the host of the FIFA World Cup

2030?

● How will the consideration of joint-host occurrences affect future ballots?

● What measures can be taken to ensure that a fair decision can be made for hosting the

FIFA World Cup in 2030?
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